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The claim

Positive

Powerful

Self-confident

Authentic

Self-reliant
„I know what I‘m doing“
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Modules

print media

internet media

consulting

offering personal communication

and regional outreach work.

The campaign

consists of individual, modular offers, which may
mutually complement and amplify each other: 
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Campaign objectives

Mediation of health objectives

Appreciation (25 years of Safer Sex)

Stabilization of Safer Sex/ Empowerment

Differentiated problemsolving solutions

Establishing brand and internet platform

Creation of synergies, promotion of discourses

Detect undetected diagnoses

Decreasing new infections
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Role models
Role models = thematic / personal / regional 

heterogeneity

older | younger
urban | rural
cultural backgrounds
socio-economic aspects
HIV+ | HIV- | not reported
•••
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„ HIV- / HIV + / HIV ~

„Those who are positive can contribute to 
prevention, by

refuting false notions of life with HIV and 
AIDS

debunking erroneous risk strategies and  

helping to correct false images of HIV and 
those affected.“

(Aretz 2007)
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„New AIDS“

„Condomization“ vs. Risk Minimization

Silver/ Bronze  Rubbish?”Gold standard”
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„Risk minimization“ + / -

Misjudgements (e.g. Serosorting)

Myths and facts (e.g. strategic positioning)

Urban-rural / Lifestyle

Partnership

Sexually transmitted infections

HIV-tests are important!
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Synergie

Participatory project – all the way from application to project
design to evaluation

Synergy-consultation

Initiative committee

Synergy-workshops

Regional projects

…

The campaign strives on participation and its
participants!
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Integration into DAH and outrech-work-projects

Regional compatibility
(brand synergies!)

Regional adaptability
(e.g. give-aways)
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Evaluation

Based on scientific findings and campaign research

Pretests

Permanent scientific monitoring of the campaign, news coverage
and selected elements of the campaign

Sustainable output evaluation of the campaign (March 2011)

Freie Universität Berlin, Prof. Dr. Dieter Kleiber (Department 
Prevention and Psychosocial Health Studies)
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Cruising Packs
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Ads

I never thought to fuck
with an HIV-Positive

I love my mate, and I 
still do it with others, 
too

I‘m positive and living
my life
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Ads

Of cause I‘ve got a 
rubber; after all, I‘ve got
my dick with me, too

My drinks cost. 
Condoms and lube are
for free
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Brochures
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The Internet platform
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Thank you!


